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ON and OFF auditory responses were examined on the medial
geniculate body (MGB) of the guinea pig. Single-unit and mul-
tiunit recordings were performed on 13 anesthetized subjects
while either noise-burst or pure-tone stimuli were applied to the
ear contralateral to the recorded hemisphere. Of 2187 uneven-
spaced samples, 1142 were ON neurons, 386 were OFF neu-
rons, and 488 were ON–OFF neurons. Neither ON nor OFF
neurons changed their response patterns when the stimulus
was changed from a noise burst of 60 dB sound pressure level
intensity (expressed in decibels per 20 mPa) to pure tones or
noise bursts of other intensities. However, most of the ON–OFF
neurons changed to either ON or OFF responses with some
stimuli. OFF neurons formed clusters. With anatomical confir-

mation, we found that OFF neuron clusters are always segre-
gated from ON neuron clusters and form OFF sheets in various
divisions of the MGB. In the ventral division of the MGB (MGv),
the neurons showed mainly ON responses in its core and OFF
responses in its periphery or on its boundary with other divi-
sions. The MGv was partially surrounded by an OFF sheet
dorsolaterally at the caudal part and medioventrally at the
rostral part and was almost completely surrounded by an OFF
sheet at the central level rostrocaudally.
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OFF neurons were first demonstrated in the visual system in the
1930s and were intensively studied thereafter (Hubel and Wiesel,
1961; Singer and Creutzfeldt, 1970; Schiller, 1982; Duysens et al.,
1996; Bisti et al., 1998). Visual ON and OFF layers were clearly
demonstrated in the lateral geniculate nucleus (Schiller and Mal-
peli, 1978; Le Vay and McConnell, 1982; Stryker and Zahs, 1983;
Jones, 1985).

OFF neurons in the auditory system were first reported in the
bat and then in the cat auditory cortices and auditory pathways
(Suga, 1964; Kiang, 1965; Neuweiler et al., 1971; Grinnell, 1973;
Aitkin and Prain, 1974; Suga et al., 1974, 1975; He et al., 1997).
Although Suga and colleagues (Suga et al., 1974, 1975; Suga and
Manabe, 1982) subsequently mentioned that the OFF neurons in
the bat show their best frequency (BF) between 58 and 62 kHz,
hinting that OFF neurons might be site-specific, no report has
clearly indicated that OFF neurons are spatially segregated from
ON neurons in any nucleus of the auditory pathway or the
auditory cortex.

In a recent study, we found that many OFF neurons in the cat
dorsal auditory cortex, which is connected to the dorsal division
of the medial geniculate body (MGB) and posterior nucleus (Po)
of the thalamus, are stimulus duration selective (He et al., 1997;
He and Hashikawa, 1998). Other studies have revealed that the
OFF response is associated with sound source movement (Toron-
chuk et al., 1992; Spitzer and Semple, 1995).

Keeping the above knowledge in mind, we found that OFF

neurons always formed a cluster when we advanced the electrode
throughout the MGB in a preliminary study. This preliminary
result led to the present study to completely map the auditory
thalamus in terms of ON and OFF neurons.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal preparation. A total of 13 guinea pigs of both sexes, weighing
400–627 gm with clean external ears, served as subjects; normal auditory
thresholds were estimated from the cortical unit responses. Anesthesia
was initially induced with pentobarbital sodium (Nembutal; Abbott Labs,
Irving, TX) (35 mg/kg, i.p.) and maintained by supplemental doses of the
same anesthetic (�5–10 mg � kg �1 � hr �1) during the surgical preparation
and recording. Atropine sulfate (0.05 mg/kg, s.c.) was given 15 min
before anesthesia and at regular intervals (0.01 mg � kg �1 � hr �1, s.c.)
during the recording to inhibit tracheal secretion. The preparation of the
guinea pig is similar to that of the cat, as has been described previously
(He, 1997). Briefly, the subject was mounted in a stereotaxic device after
the induction of anesthesia. A midline incision was made in the scalp, and
a craniotomy was performed to enable us to vertically access the MGB in
the left hemisphere. The dura mater was removed at a position vertically
above the auditory thalamus. The head was fixed with two stainless steel
bolts to an extended arm from the stereotaxic frame using acrylic resin,
before the right ear was freed from the ear bar, so that the subject’s head
remained fixed to the stereotaxic device without movement. The proce-
dures were approved by the Animal Subjects Ethics Subcommittee of
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University.

Acoustic stimulus. Acoustic stimuli were generated digitally by a
MALab system (Kaiser Instruments, Irvine, CA), which was controlled
by a Macintosh computer (Semple and Kitzes, 1993; He, 1997). Acoustic
stimuli were delivered to the subject via a dynamic earphone (DT-48;
Bayer, Wuppertal, Germany) mounted in a probe. The sound pressure
level (SPL) of the earphone was calibrated over a frequency range of 100
to 35 kHz under computer control using a condenser microphone (Brüel
and Kjaer one-fourth inch; Brüel and Kjaer Instruments, Marlborough,
MA). The subject was placed in a double-walled soundproof room (NAP,
Clayton, Australia). Repeated noise bursts and pure tones of varied
durations with �1 sec intervals and a 5 msec rise–fall time were used to
examine the ON and OFF neurons. Repeated pure tones of �400 msec
intervals were used to characterize the BFs of the recorded neurons.

Recording. Platinum or tungsten microelectrodes with impedances of
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9–12 M� (Frederick Haer and Co., Brunswick, ME) were advanced by
a stepping-motor microdrive, which was controlled outside the sound-
proof room. The time of spike occurrence relative to stimulus delivery
was stored in the same computer used as the stimulus controller by the
MALab software. The computer automatically created raster displays
and peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of the responses, together
with frequency response functions (responses to pure tones plotted as a
function of frequency).

The MGB was accessed vertically from the top of the brain in the
stereotactically positioned subject. The penetrations were made accord-
ing to a guinea pig brain atlas (Rapisarda and Bacchelli, 1977). The
vertical coordinate of the electrode was determined at a point slightly
above the cortical surface at the first penetration. A single electrode was
used for each experiment, so that the depth coordinates could be kept
consistent for different penetrations during the experiment. This tech-
nique enabled us to reconstruct a physiological map of a whole sagittal or
frontal MGB plane containing many penetrations, by applying only a
single lesion at the last penetration.

We isolated single units in the MGB during our recording by an
amplitude and time window-discriminator. Multiunit recordings of three
or less units were used in some cases and were not distinguished from
single-unit recordings.

The duration of the stimulus was changed between 10 and 700 msec at
least once for every OFF or ON–OFF neuron to distinguish the OFF
response from the long-latency or rebound responses.

Data processing. Recordings were sampled unevenly, emphasizing OFF
responses. However, we considered this factor when we were calculating
the spatial distribution of the ON and OFF neurons, by adding a weight-
ing index on the sampling steps. ON–OFF neurons were calculated as
partial ON and partial OFF neurons based on their proportions of ON
and OFF firing rates. We defined the proportion of the sum of OFF
neurons over the total number of the ON and OFF neurons as the OFF
response ratio. The OFF response ratio was calculated for subjects for
which the total recording distance of auditory responsive neurons over
repeated penetrations was �9.0 mm.

Anatomical confirmation. After the recording session, the subjects were
deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and perfused transcardi-
ally with 0.9% saline followed by a mixture of 0.4% paraformaldehyde
and 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.3. The brains
were removed and stored overnight in 0.1 M phosphate buffer containing
30% sucrose. The thalami were cut transversally into 40-�m-thick sec-
tions using a freezing microtome. All sections were stained using the
Nissl method. The Nissl sections were superimposed with the physiology
map, using the electrode penetration tracks and the lesion for guidance.
There was some shrinkage of the sections after the Nissl procedure.
Enlargements of 10–13% of the Nissl images were made to match them
to the physiology maps. Seven subjects were used for the purpose of
anatomical confirmation.

RESULTS
The data presented here are from 2187 MGB neurons recorded
from 13 anesthetized guinea pigs. Of 2187 uneven-spaced sam-
ples, 1142 were ON neurons, 386 were OFF neurons, 488 showed
both ON and OFF responses and thus were called ON–OFF
neurons, and the remaining 182 were classified as others. Both
ON and OFF neurons were found in all experiments.

Spatial distribution of the ON and OFF neurons was calculated
for seven subjects. The mean of the OFF response ratios was
20.1%, varying from 8.8 to 29.4%. It varied greatly depending on
the location of the sagittal or frontal plane sampled.

We adopted an arbitrary definition of 50 msec after the onset of
the stimulus as the latency criterion to define the ON neurons and
100 msec after the offset of the stimulus for the OFF neurons. ON
neurons whose shortest response to the stimulus was located
outside the 50 msec cutoff were classified as others.

Figure 1 shows the responses of one example each for ON,
OFF, and ON–OFF neurons. The ON neuron in Figure 1A did
not change its firing pattern to an OFF or ON–OFF response as
we changed the stimulus and its intensity. It was tuned to 20 kHz,
as shown in its tuning curve.

The OFF neuron in Figure 1B responded only in the OFF

phase of the stimuli with a short latency of �20 msec after the
offset of the stimuli. It did not change to an ON or ON–OFF
response when we changed the frequency and intensity of the
stimulus, as shown in the figure. The neuron showed a responsive
threshold of 50 dB SPL and tuned to 6 kHz.

The ON–OFF neuron in Figure 1C, which exhibited an ON–
OFF response to a noise burst of 60 dB SPL (data not shown),
showed an ON–OFF response to a 0.8 kHz pure tone of 80 dB
SPL (Fig. 1C, 2) and changed its firing pattern to an ON response
only when we lowered its stimulus intensity to 40 dB SPL (Fig. 1C,
4). The neuron changed to an ON response for a pure-tone
stimulus of low frequency at 0.2 kHz (Fig. 1C, 1) and to an OFF
response for that of higher frequency at 2.0 kHz (Fig. 1C, 3). The
ON response of the neuron was tuned to a lower frequency at a
lower threshold than the tuning of the OFF response.

The firing patterns of the ON, OFF, and ON–OFF neurons
were first defined under the noise-burst stimulus of 60 dB SPL
and were examined under different stimuli of noise bursts and
pure tones at varied intensities. Of 45 ON neurons examined,
none changed to an OFF or an ON–OFF response. Of 10 OFF
neurons, only one changed to an ON–OFF response when we
changed to pure tones as the stimuli. However, 14 of 18 ON–OFF
neurons examined changed their response patterns to either an
ON or OFF response with some stimuli.

The duration of the stimulus was changed to examine the OFF
neurons from the long-latency neurons and to examine the ON–
OFF neurons from the ON neurons with a rebound response, as
shown in the examples in Figure 1D.

ON and OFF neurons along a vertical penetration
Figure 2 shows neuronal responses along a vertical penetration.
Of the 28 single units recorded in this penetration, 13 were
classified as ON neurons, 9 as OFF neurons, 3 as ON–OFF
neurons, and 3 as others.

In this penetration, we observed two clusters of OFF neurons:
one from neurons 7–10 and the other from neurons 22–26, sepa-
rated by ON neurons. On the boundary of the OFF cluster, there
were ON–OFF neurons, 6, 11, and 20, which define an ON–OFF
interface if we assume provisionally that the ON and OFF neu-
rons form ON and OFF layers. The ON neurons in the dorsal part
of the penetration (neurons 1–5) showed relatively longer laten-
cies, which became shorter [neurons 12–19, in the ventral division
of the MGB (MGv)] as the electrode traveled through the first
OFF region. The neuronal responses after the second OFF region
became weaker and more irregular during the repeated noise-
burst stimuli (neurons 27 and 28). The OFF neurons in this
penetration showed latencies between 20 and 45 msec and a
phasic firing pattern.

Depending on the position of the vertical penetration, the
MGB could be divided into multiple ON–OFF layers. In the
example shown in Figure 2, two ON and two OFF layers were
distinguished. Compared with the ON layers, the OFF layers
were much thinner. ON–OFF neurons were often observed be-
tween the ON and OFF layers.

Maps of ON and OFF neurons in the MGB
Seven complete and three partial frontal planes at various rostro-
caudal levels were mapped for the ON and OFF neurons, with
penetrations spaced between 150 and 500 �m from each other.
Four frontal planes are shown in Figures 3, 4A, and 5. Four
complete and two partial parasagittal planes were also mapped,
and an example is shown in Figure 4B. Seven brains were cut in
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frontal sections and Nissl stained after physiological recording.
The Nissl sections of the thalami were superimposed with the
ON–OFF physiology maps of the frontal planes, two of which are
shown in Figures 3 and 5. The electrode tracks in the Nissl
sections agreed well with the coordinates of the physiological
recording in all brains.

Figure 3 shows a frontal plane of ON and OFF neurons. The
PSTHs shown in the figure were sampled from all over the OFF
region. The sampled section in this figure was located �2.0 mm
from the caudal pole of the MGB, and spanned �2.5 mm latero-
medially and 2.0 mm dorsoventrally. A small lesion shown in the
right bottom corner of the Nissl section and marked with an X
matched with the physiology penetrations very well. In general,
the auditory responsive region is well matched with the Nissl-
stained MGB as defined by previous investigators (Rapisarda and
Bacchelli, 1977; Redies et al., 1989; Redies and Brandner, 1991).
An additional auditory responsive area was found located dorso-
medially to the rostromedial division of the MGB (MGrm) and
extended rostrally beyond the MGB. The area might be equiva-
lent to the Po of the cat and thus is named Po in this report.
Counting Po as a part of the auditory thalamus, it extended �3.3
mm rostrocaudally for this subject.

Figure 4 shows two ON–OFF maps at frontal and sagittal
planes which are perpendicular to each other. The frontal plane is
located at �0.5 mm from the caudal pole of the MGB. Three
clusters of OFF regions were found in this plane: one at dorso-
lateral, one at ventral, and one at dorsomedial. In the sagittal

plane shown in Figure 4B, which could encompass part of all
MGB divisions and the Po, only two OFF regions were found:
one located caudally extending from the caudomedial division
(MGcm) to the shell division (MGs) of the MGB and one
ventrally in the MGrm region.

Figure 5 shows two frontal planes of ON–OFF maps combined
with the Nissl sections. The auditory thalamus of this subject,
examined by Nissl staining, extended �3.5 mm rostrocaudally.
The section in Figure 5A was located in the rostral MGB �0.8
mm from the rostral pole of the auditory thalamus; the section in
Figure 5B was located in the caudal MGB �1.1 mm from the
caudal pole of the auditory thalamus and spanned �2.0 mm
dorsoventrally.

Maps in Figures 3–5 showed clear segregations of the ON and
OFF regions. OFF neurons formed one or more belts in every
plane.

Another parasagittal plane was sampled at the level at which a
frontal plane showed at least a clear OFF region in three exper-
iments (data not shown). The belt-shaped OFF regions in the
frontal plane extended rostrocaudally in the parasagittal plane,
clearly indicating an OFF sheet rather than a belt or ring. This
phenomenon was evident in two other experiments with both
frontal and parasagittal planes, one of which is shown in Figure 4.

Ventral division partially surrounded by OFF sheets
The OFF neurons in Figure 3 formed two belts, of which one ran
laterally; the other was bent in the ventromedial part of the MGB.

Figure 1. Responses and tuning curves
of ON, OFF, and ON–OFF neurons.
Four PSTHs of responses to pure-tone
stimuli of varying frequencies and in-
tensities are shown for each neuron in A
(ON), B (OFF), and C (ON–OFF).
Their corresponding frequencies and
intensities are indicated in their tuning
curves on the right. Solid curves indicate
the tuning curves of the ON responses
and dotted curves indicate the tuning
curves of the OFF responses. The re-
sponses of an OFF (a) and an ON–
OFF (b) neuron to noise bursts of var-
ied durations are shown in D. The
duration of the stimulus is shown under
each display. Each stimulus was re-
peated 20 times at an interval of 1 sec,
for which only the first 200–500 msec is
shown in the figure. The conventions
described here apply to Figures 2 and 3.
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The two belts might be weakly connected in the middle of the
MGB, forming an H-shaped OFF sheet, which divided the ON
neurons in this plane into two large portions: one dorsomedially
and one ventrolaterally.

By examining the Nissl section of the recorded frontal plane, in
which the multiple electrode tracks were superimposed with the
ON–OFF map, the ventrolateral ON neurons were located in the
MGv. The OFF belt lateral to the MGv, which formed a cau-
dolateral sheet, was largely located in the MGs or partially in the
MGv. The OFF responses in the dorsal part showed relatively
longer latencies than those in the ventral part, as can be seen in
the PSTHs in the figure.

The bending ventromedial OFF sheet was primarily located in
the MGrm, on the borders between the MGv and MGrm and
between the MGs and MGrm, and partially in the ventral part of
the MGs.

The dorsolateral and the ventral OFF regions in Figure 4A
were located in the MGv and MGcm and covered the MGv
dorsolaterally and ventrally. The OFF region at dorsomedial
MGB was located at the MGcm and might be weakly connected
with the ventral OFF region as shown in the parasagittal plane in
Figure 4B.

In a more caudal plane as shown in Figure 5B, a relatively
heavy sheet was found in the dorsolateral part of the MGB,
covering a large region of the dorsal division (MGd) and the
dorsolateral part of the relatively thick MGs and extending to the
ventral part of the MGs. A few small OFF regions could be found
in the ventral and dorsal parts of the MGB.

In another frontal plane near the rostral pole of the MGB (Fig.
5A), an OFF belt was found starting from the MGs at the
ventrolateral site, extending to the medial part ventrally and
bending dorsally to the central part of the MGB. The belt sur-
rounded approximately one-half of the MGv at this plane.

A series of sketches summarizes the OFF maps of all subjects,
as shown in Figure 5C. The maps in Figure 5, A and B, corre-
spond to sections 2 and 4 in Figure 5C. The map in Figure 3 is
located approximately at the level of section 3 of Figure 5C. In
summary, the dorsolateral OFF sheet in the MGcm and MGs,
which was located in the caudal half of the MGB, was weakly
connected to the medioventral OFF sheet, which was located in
the rostral half of the MGB. The MGv was partially surrounded
by an OFF sheet dorsolaterally at the caudal part and medioven-
trally at the rostral part, and was almost completely surrounded
by an OFF sheet at the central level rostrocaudally.

DISCUSSION

The auditory thalamus of the guinea pig
In the present study, recording tracks and recording planes were
located from lateral to medial and from rostral to caudal in the
MGB. Best-frequency mapping and neuronal response latency
information, together with the Nissl staining, permit the parcel-
lation of the MGB, based on previous criteria set by Redies et al.
(1989) and Redies and Brandner (1991). As a dorsal division,
MGd was discriminated, as indicated in Figures 3–5. Another
auditory responsive region, located dorsomedially to the MGrm
near the rostral pole of the MGB and extending rostrally beyond
the MGB, is probably equivalent to the Po of the cat. We
confirmed the gradient of the tonotopic organization of the MGv:
the BF increases mediolaterally and caudorostrally (Redies et al.,
1989; Redies and Brandner, 1991).

Figure 2. Raster displays of neuronal responses along a vertical penetra-
tion through the MGB. Noise bursts of 200 msec duration and 60 dB SPL
intensity were used as the stimuli for each neuron. The depth from the
cortical surface of each neuron is shown to the lef t. The neurons were
sampled at either 100 or 50 �m intervals. The coordinates of the pene-
tration and the body weight of the subject are shown at the top lef t. bw,
Body weight; ML, mediolateral coordinate; RC, rostrocaudal coordinate.
Filled circles represent OFF neurons, open circles represent ON neurons,
and half-filled circles represent ON–OFF neurons. L, Long latency (�50
msec); W, weak response; N, no response. The conventions described here
apply to Figures 3, 4, and 5.
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OFF responses
In the visual system the proportion of OFF or ON–OFF neurons
relative to ON neurons (Jassik-Gerschenfeld et al., 1976; Schiller
and Malpeli, 1978, their Table 1) is much higher than that of OFF
or ON–OFF neurons in the auditory system, in which only
one-fifth of the responses are estimated to be OFF responses.
This might explain why OFF neurons have received relatively less
attention. Nevertheless, OFF neurons in the auditory system have
been reported since as early as 1964 (Suga, 1964; Kiang, 1965;
Neuweiler et al., 1971; Grinnell, 1973; Aitkin and Prain, 1974;
Suga et al., 1974, 1975; He et al., 1997). The overall patterns of the
OFF and ON–OFF responses in the bat’s cochlear nerve fibers
and auditory cortex (Suga and Manabe, 1982, their Figs. 2 and 3)
were the same as those in the guinea pig’s thalamus. However, the
latency of the OFF response in the guinea pig’s thalamus, usually
�15 msec, is much longer than that in the bat (for example, in the

inferior colliculus, which is �10 msec) (Casseday et al., 1994,
their Fig. 3).

Examined with different stimuli, our study clearly showed that
the pure ON and OFF neurons defined under the stimulus of a 60
dB SPL noise burst did not change to other response patterns.
Most ON–OFF neurons, however, might change to either ON or
OFF responses as the stimulus changes. In the present study, the
subjects were under pentobarbital anesthesia. According to
Zurita et al. (1994), OFF neurons under pentobarbital anesthesia
were less evident than under nitrous oxide anesthesia. Reviewing
their examples, the OFF responses might have disappeared, but
they did not change to ON responses (Zurita et al., 1994).

ON and OFF segregation
As mentioned above, ON and OFF or ON–OFF pathways in the
visual system are segregated in the thalamus and primary visual

Figure 3. A frontal ON–OFF map superimposed with the Nissl section at the same level in subject H040. Using the coordinate of Rapisarda and
Bacchelli (1977), the plane was at a rostrocaudal coordinate (RC) of 4.5 mm. The mediolateral coordinate is shown above the map and the depth
coordinate is shown on the right. The depth coordinator was initiated at the first penetration and kept the same during the entire mapping process.
Illustrative contours are used to circle the neighboring OFF neurons into bundles. Numbers indicate the best frequencies. M, Multipeaked tuning; B, broad
tuning; bw, body weight. Arrows indicate the lesion made at the auditory responsive site of the last electrode penetration. The location for the recording
penetration in the physiology map is marked with an X. Previous documents did not include the region marked Po in the auditory thalamus of guinea
pigs. However, the region was very likely equivalent to the Po of the thalamus in other species in terms of its location and responsiveness to sound stimuli.
Superimposing the physiology map with the Nissl section, the displacement was smaller than 100 �m. The Nissl section was enlarged by 11.1% to match
the marks of the electrode tracks with the stereotaxic coordinates of the physiological recording, because the brain sections shrank by that amount during
Nissl processing. The peristimulus time histograms of eight OFF or ON–OFF neurons were sampled from varied locations on the OFF sheets. They were
summations of responses to noise bursts of 20 trials and in 5 msec bins. The conventions described here apply to Figures 4 and 5.
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cortex (Schiller and Malpeli, 1978; Stryker and Zahs, 1983; Bowl-
ing and Michael, 1984; Norton et al., 1985). In the lateral genic-
ulate nucleus of carnivores, OFF layers and ON layers alternate,
with the ventral parts of the A and A1 laminas being dominated
by OFF responses and the dorsal parts dominated by ON re-
sponses (Schiller and Malpeli, 1978; Le Vay and McConnell,

1982). The OFF layers are always concentrated in the external
half of the geniculate lamina and the posterior leaflet (Le Vay
and McConnell, 1982; Stryker and Zahs, 1983). This trend has
also been found in the caudal and lateral portions of the MGB,
where a thick OFF layer can be identified in the MGs and MGcm
in all subjects.

It is very clear that the MGv is partially surrounded by one or
more OFF or ON–OFF sheets. A dorsolateral sheet in the caudal
pole of the MGB is located in the MGcm and extends to the MGs
rostrally, thus covering half of the MGv. Another OFF sheet
surrounds the MGv medioventrally in the rostral half. The two
sheets might be connected with each other in the rostrocaudal
middle part of the MGB. The OFF sheets are much thinner than
the ON regions.

In the report by Suga and Manabe (1982), ON, ON–OFF, and
OFF neurons were clearly demonstrated, and ON–OFF neurons
were commonly observed between 58 and 62 kHz, with the
implication that they were site-specific (Suga et al., 1975). In a
penetration to the auditory thalamus (Calford and Webster, 1981,
their Fig. 10A), two separate OFF neurons were recorded in the
dorsocaudal nucleus of the cat MGB. Aitkin and Prain (1974)
reported ON–OFF neurons in the cat MGB with a suggestion of
MGv and the medial division of the MGB.

Although some of the ON–OFF neurons could have resulted
from separate ON and OFF neurons, most were from isolated
single units. It is very common to see ON–OFF neurons between
the ON and OFF layers, as shown in Figures 2–5. This result is
comparable with the visual system, where ON–OFF responses
were subsequently found between the ON and OFF layers (Le
Vay and McConnell, 1982; Stryker and Zahs, 1983).

Physiological implications of the OFF neurons and
OFF sheets
The neurons in Figures 1, B and D, and neurons 8, 10, and 25 in
Figure 2 had very few spontaneous spikes but showed strong OFF
responses that were locked at the OFF phase with certain laten-
cies after the offset of the stimulus. The cortical neurons in Figure
9 of our previous report (He et al., 1997) showed the same trend.
These results support the theory that the OFF neurons are not
simply rebounds preceded by suppression of background activity,
as mentioned in a previous report (Suga, 1964). Inhibition during
the presence of a stimulus might be one of the causes of OFF
responses at the higher auditory pathway and cortex (Suga, 1973).
Another cause of OFF responses was proposed to be mechanical
OFF transience occurring in the inner ear (Suga et al., 1975).

The tuning of the OFF auditory brainstem response has been
reported to be complementary to the tuning of the ON response
(Henry, 1985). The complementary tuning characteristic of the
ON and OFF responses was also confirmed at unit level in the
auditory cortex (Pelleg-Toiba and Wollberg, 1989; Heil et al.,
1992). This result is evident in the ON–OFF tuning curve of
Figure 1C and has been confirmed from 10 samples of �18
neurons or neuron pairs in our experiments (our unpublished
results).

It is evident that the ON and OFF responses are correlated
with the direction of movement of a sound source (Toronchuk et
al., 1992). Selectivity for sound moving away from the head
correlated with the OFF responses, whereas the ON responses
correlated with a preference for moving the sound source toward
the head. OFF neurons are also involved in the detection
of interaural phase disparity (Spitzer and Semple, 1995, their
Fig. 7).

Figure 4. Mapping of ON and OFF neurons across frontal and sagittal
planes of the MGB for subject H037. The frontal plane [rostrocaudal
coordinate (RC) of 4.7 mm] is shown in A and the sagittal plane [medio-
lateral coordinate (ML) of 4.2 mm] is shown in B. The intersections of the
sagittal plane ( plane B) and the frontal plane ( plane A) are marked with
parallelograms in A and in B, respectively. The mediolateral coordinates
for the frontal plane (A) and the rostrocaudal coordinate for the sagittal
plane (B) are shown above the maps; the depth coordinates for both maps
are shown on the right. bw, Body weight.
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It was suggested in our previous report that the OFF neurons in
the auditory cortex are involved in the temporal integration of
auditory information, especially for duration selectivity (He et al.,
1997). There are long-duration-selective neurons and duration-
tuned neurons in the cat auditory cortex as well as in the cat visual
cortex (Duysens et al., 1996; He et al., 1997). Although it was not
specifically stated in the reports by Casseday and colleagues
(Casseday et al., 1994; Ehrlich et al., 1997), some of the duration-
tuned neurons in the bat inferior colliculus looked like OFF
neurons.

For auditory duration integration, the ON response has been
considered as a starting pistol signal. A stop signal is needed to
punctuate the integration and is likely provided by the OFF
neurons. All OFF neurons in the auditory thalamus are long-

duration-selective, although their minimal responsive (Fig. 1D),
half-maximal responsive, and saturation durations are different
from neuron to neuron (our unpublished results). Showing rela-
tive linear slopes in the duration-tuning curves, the OFF neurons
might encode the duration information in their spike numbers
and provide the base for duration-selective responses of both
long-latency and OFF neurons in the auditory cortex (He et al.,
1997).

Summarizing the above findings, OFF neurons are associated
with the motion of a sound source, are duration-selective, and are
thus proposed to relate to the temporal integration of duration
information. In addition to the above roles, the OFF neuron is
very likely to code the decrement of the intensity of an acoustic
signal, as suggested in the visual system for a light signal.

Figure 5. Two frontal ON–OFF maps of subject H039 superimposed with the Nissl sections at the same levels (A, B) and a series of sketches of the
OFF maps (C). The rostral section (A) was at a rostrocaudal coordinate (RC) of 6.0 mm; the caudal section (B) was at a rostrocaudal coordinate of 4.5
mm. The Nissl sections of this subject were enlarged by 11.9% to match the marks of the electrode tracks with the stereotaxic coordinates of the
physiological recording. Most electrode tracks are identical in the Nissl section and match the stereotaxic coordinates. A series of sketches in the auditory
thalamus were drawn from the Nissl sections of subject H039 (C). The OFF maps at each level were summarized over all the subjects. The sections in
A and B correspond to sections 2 and 4 in C. bw, Body weight; LGN, lateral geniculate nucleus.
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The physiological implications of the segregation of ON and
OFF layers in the auditory thalamus are unknown. Because the
thalamus is the last relay station to the auditory cortex, this
separation may help to sort different information in the cortex.
Another possible functional role of the segregation is to enable
independent processing of the ON and OFF information before it
reaches the cortex. An exploration of the corticofugal modulatory
effects on the ON and OFF pathways may provide us with a hint
as to whether the processing of different pathways is different
and/or independent.
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